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Time has passed like a courier with urgent news.

But that's just our simile.

The character is invented, his haste is make-believe,

his news inhuman.

Wisława Szymborska
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Shshsh, the first sound is car-wheels

around Stone Lagoon - fir, spruce, hemlock 

and redwood loom among mottled 

white-grey trunks of alders, dwarfing them

(woods/words) dwarfing me.

Above Big Lagoon big-leaf maples embellish the ridge.

You shouldn’t use the word embellish

shouldn’t embellish the line with words like that.

I should say I’m driving 

a black Focus south 

along the Northern California coast.

I’m a courier, hence the font.

I repeat myself every day

picking up words, dropping off words.

The shape of this one’s sound in the air lingers.
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Someone calls alders weeds of the forest

someone is my father.

My girlfriend and I think if we ever have a boy 

we’ll call him Alder.

She marries someone else and has 2 children

whose names bear no resemblance 

to Alder, they don’t share 

a single phoneme. Small words spall 

into smaller ones - even in a land of giants 

called Brobdingnag, my father’s name is Bob.

Palindromes he’s not terribly interested in

the symmetry of his I I’m interested in.

Some of the words I pick up and deliver are bags

leather, canvas, brass, plastic

buttons, zippers, Velcro, handles - words carry

memories – remember when I unbutton

your buttons and unzip your zipper.

Who are you talking to?
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Some of the words are boxes, tape, glue  

words stick together - they phrase

they line, they sentence you.

Words are clothing, not like clothing

on a mannequin but on a person

you love who’s no longer there.

Some of the words are keys

to a hundred rooms you’re still

moving thru

some are moons, summer moons. 

My grandfather has a mannequin he dresses 

differently each season – a tennis outfit 

in spring, white pants and a blue

sweater beneath an orange 

scarf and sunglasses in fall.

He’s Santa at Christmas time

wears a monster mask for Halloween

the mannequin, I mean, but Grandpa wears it too. 
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Grandpa drives a long turquoise Cadillac 

with a fin, a glass jar of lemon 

drops in the front seat beside a device 

that plays 8-tracks, mostly Kenny Rogers’ 

You Picked a Fine Time to Leave Me Lucille. 

The upholstery is teal and aquamarine 

it’s like being in an aquarium. 

After Grandpa dies 

there’s an open-casket funeral.

It doesn’t look like him

it looks like the mannequin.

When I see Grandpa as Santa I see the mannequin

in a monster mask, and when I see the mannequin

as Santa I see Grandpa in a monster mask.

I never see the mannequin naked.

Some of the words I pick up and drop 

off are gifts, some are knives

one with the word Grandpa etched

in steel near the hilt, a heavily curved 

blade, handle made of bone. 

Grandpa dies in 1987

one year before Jim Courier turns pro.

If you picture the mannequin in a tennis outfit

I picture it too.
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1987, Ronald Reagan’s penultimate year in office

some of the words are walls, some are pieces

of railroad in the Eureka slough – across a defunct 

girder above it the word SYMPHONY painted purple 

extra space after the M isolating the word PHONY.

My brother has a teardrop-shaped birthmark

on the lower left side of his ribcage.

Words are birthmarks, tears, cages.

The Northern California coast oscillates 

between being forest and a vast tree farm.

It still resembles forest enough

the pleasure of driving thru is real. 

But it isn’t really a forest if you can drive thru

it’s a drive-thru forest with drive-thru trees.

You want ferns with that?
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In THE BIG RIP individual atoms, the letter

I will be ripped apart.

Dark energy stimulates the space 

between all things, all words, to reproduce itself.

Deregulation stimulates the space between the rich 

few and the poor many to reproduce itself. 

To explain accelerating expansion

of wealth of space of nuclear

weapons of poverty of extinction 

of species of languages, they use words

but our words are not theirs

or his hers or yours mine.

Words like fingerprints, birthmarks, tattoos 

don’t know what they are or whose. 

Reagan has the solar panels Jimmy Carter

installs on the White House roof removed.

Reagan says the environmentalists won’t be satisfied

until the White House is a bird’s nest.

A female ring-billed gull who’s learned to feign 

injury is begging. She juts her neck out

turns up her bill and makes high-pitched cooing sounds.

She’s rewarded for her acting with bread

she’s elected. Later she will behave

exactly like all the others.
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Reagan says if you’ve seen one 

redwood you’ve seem them all.

Some of the words are very tall - the tallest 

ones on Earth are here. It’s probably safe

to say Reagan doesn’t much care for birds, trees, black 

South Africans, African Americans, persons with AIDS

persons with one or more mental illnesses and/or 

addictions, persons on welfare or homeless persons 

but no one deserves to be shot 

or to lose their memory.

Do words remember?

Is poetry their memory?

Remember staring stoned 8 inches from the TV

at the make-up caked on Reagan’s face, being

frightened at first then mesmerized then laughing

uncontrollably. When I compose myself 

I’m looking for a mannequin.

Who isn’t a mannequin?

Some of the words I pick up and drop off are questions.

Today I ask Kendra if she wants me 

to take the Wildberries deposits to Mckinleyville

in the morning or Crescent City in the afternoon.

Confabulation, a replacement in a gap

in memory the subject accepts.
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If memory is suspect because it’s always constructed 

in the present then the present is suspect.

Remember the girl from Hollister with the trampoline

I can’t stop staring at her breasts bouncing

when I try to turn away my focus is drawn back 

like a compass needle to a point at the center 

between her two breasts – True North.

My Focus heading south now, when I walk 

into her room I’m shocked 

it’s a wall-to-wall Reagan family shrine

a smiling face on every figure in every shot

including dogs and horses - Ron the lifeguard

Ronnie the actor, Ronald the impeccably dressed

statesman, Nancy the pretty actress

Nancy the immaculate, compassionate First Lady.

I don’t remember her explanation, the girl 

from Hollister with the trampoline becomes a sphinx.

In denial about the dysfunction of both

her actual family and her fantasy family

her breasts are perfectly symmetrical

palindromes.
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One of my two nieces is named Hannah.

The Hollister girl’s name is Izzy Zanger

she has shoulder-length straight black hair.

Hannah is now 20 years old 

Raesha, one of the tellers, is also 20 

and has shoulder-length straight black hair.

She’s going thru a phase where every shirt she wears 

must reveal at least 6 inches 

of all-natural, all-American cleavage.

I measure it a hundred times in my mind

but I swear I rarely look at it

because I’m all grown up now.

That’s what my mother says

after I buy my first car, a black 

Focus without any financial assistance. 

Look at you, she says, all grown up.

That’s 6 months ago. It’s November 23rd

2011 and I’m 39 years old. 

Some of the words I pick up and deliver are paper

clips, checks, envelopes – letters

make up words and words make up letters.

I write you a make-up letter that doesn’t work.  

With or without make-up you’re beautiful. 

The letter O stands 

for othergates which means differently

as in If he had not beene in drinke, hee 

would haue tickel’d you othergates then he did.
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Raesha isn’t talking to Kendra right now

because Raesha’s boyfriend’s flirting with Kendra

and Kendra’s letting him, even encouraging him

and enjoying it according to Raesha or rather 

according to Kendra’s version of Raesha’s 

interpretation, I get confused.

Kendra’s breasts are very large and very fake.

The word implants makes me think of science fiction

the word fake is as real as the word natural.

Raesha and Kendra are beautiful

and make me think of cantaloupe and chocolate cheesecake.

Kendra has shoulder-length straight platinum-blond hair

hazel eyes, exquisitely applied make-up 

and tan skin, tho it’s cold and foggy here.

Hannah, like her mother, has long blond hair

blue eyes and large breasts. Kendra 

is married with 2 children

neither one named Alder.

She’s never my girlfriend and never will be.

Hannah will not have sex until she’s married

to a very Christian man probably named Christian.

They will have many children

none of whom will be named Alder.

It is now November 24th 2011

and I’m still 39 years old.

I will most likely never have children.

Happy Thanksgiving everyone. 
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Bed of fog above invisible sea 

sunlit forested hills, my black Focus 

heading north, a half-naked 

sycamore's yellow leaves tinged orange

pass into memory. I pass 

this tree twice a day - going north

it’s on my right, going south it’s

on my left - a big healthy sycamore

branches pointing in all directions.

Words cling to things out there 

like lichen and moss on rocks

real as words spraypainted over words

stenciled on signs along streets

this street bisected by a long string of hyphens

now a double line, a couplet as final 

as lines 13 and 14 of a Shakespeare sonnet

But if thou live, remember’d not to be

Die single, and thine image dies with thee.

Language is master, but to master

a language requires spraypaint

memory and a blowtorch.

The more you know the less you need to say.

Are you saying I don’t know enough to say less?

Yes.
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Today I pick up 4 words

park my black Focus and lock the doors.

On October 4th 1974 in her locked garage

inside her car, the engine idling for hours

Anne Sexton’s lungs slowly fill with carbon monoxide. 

I know 3 of the details of her final ritual 

the removal of her rings

reminds me of the female ring-billed gull cooing

begging for bread – the last glass of vodka

and wrapping herself in her mother’s fur coat

remind me of my mother’s fondness for vodka.

She doesn’t have a fur coat but there’s a black

and white photo of Grandma standing in a fur coat 

beside Grandpa in a Navy uniform, trench-coat

and slightly slanted cap, a big battleship 

behind them. I don’t know what kind of car

Anne Sexton dies in or why 

not knowing bothers me so much.
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All the words I pick up and deliver are containers 

whose contents are unknown to me.

One of today’s words rattling in the back seat

remember a rattlesnake in a burnt trash barrel

a boy removing it with a long stick, my bare feet

on a block of ice, I can’t take it longer 

than Byron the snake-charmer.

I see a wave break before hearing it

each word a piece of breaking 

the smallest one a squiggle of light 

that doesn’t experience time. A text 

moves thru decades, centuries, millennia 

because it’s made of the same light 

not yours or mine

but memory itself whose light can be seen 

from anywhere by anyone. 

All this is a long way of saying I’m alive 

and I remember you.
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Seagull glides over under wave-lip and back 

up the ramp, strong offshore wind launching him

above crest, a clear spectrum in spray.  

One of today’s words is bicycle 

I race down a dirt hill fast as I can

the jump arrives too quickly and catapults me

gooseneck slipping free, my hands clinging

to red Oakley grips shaped like little wings 

connected to handlebars to gooseneck

to columns of air, the rest of the bike fallen

I dangle airborne one slow-motion second. 

I’m passing a yellow diamond-shaped sign on which 

the black image of a riderless bicycle. 

Beware of ghosts on bikes.

Remember rolling our bikes downhill

sometimes one travels an extraordinary distance 

before wobbling and falling as if the ghost 

has almost mastered it.
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Words are cycles

unicycle, bicycle, tricycle, tandem bike. 

Remember riding the tandem past Chevron 

Charlie chases us, we laugh and pedal

hard as hell till Charlie, fast as he is

is breathless and gives up. 

The waves are glassy and hollow all morning 

jewels, someone says. 

Some of the words are glass beads 

for a sweet warm-blooded woman named Julie.

Some of the words are fragrant, a rose 

I want to place in Julie’s left hand

her right, across her stomach, etc. 

My intention may be specific but 

what a word refers to is ghostly

a riderless bicycle 

has something to do with being 

dead and something to do with pleasure.
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Some of the words are rocks.

How big does a rock have to be to be 

an island? a planet? 

Archipelago refers to any number of rocks 

cropping above the surface of the sea. 

There are human beings who try to count 

and name every rock in an archipelago. 

Languages, my angel says

are going extinct at a rate of 26 per year

there are 26 letters in your alphabet.

The rock names, like the names 

of asteroids and galaxies, are a combination 

of letters and numbers like license plates. 

I don’t know the letter-numbers for Castle Rock 

around and around which great whites circle.

As sea levels rise the number of archipelagos sinks

and the ocean, eating all of islands

comes to meet us. 
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There are hundreds of seals and sea

lions on and around Castle Rock which is really 

a great many rocks impossible to count. 

Nor can the number of barks that can be heard 

from a great distance be counted. 

The trouble with counting barks or rocks resembles 

the problem of the infinite coastline - the smaller 

the measuring stick the longer it gets. 

A quest for exact precision approaches infinity 

a great white is seen from a boat 

called a bark in Shakespeare’s time 

photographed, videoed and put online. 

A jet contrail, the spray 

from a grey whale’s blowhole, every word 

I pick up and deliver must be counted. 

One of today’s words is addressed to Pelican Bay 

where there’s a thin cement trail 

around and around which the inmates walk.
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Another word is addressed to Sunny Hawk 

a book from Amazon, not the Amazon

tho I’d like to deliver a word to a sunny hawk

in the Amazon, a whole book of words. Turns 

out Sunny Hawk is an obese woman in a cluttered 

apartment who smiles when you tell her 

you like her name. The God particle 

Higgs-Boson is responsible for imparting mass. 

From a certain angle and distance a rock 

just west of Trinidad Head resembles a whale.

The Yurok people refer to this rock by the word

that means whale in Yurok. 

From a different angle and distance you see 

it’s actually 2 rocks just north of Trinidad Head 

neither of which resembles hekwsa', whale.
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Alternate interior angels are congruent.

My angel’s talking 

about eating the number pi

it tastes like blueberry, she says. 

When I’m 7 I play soccer for The Angels

we’re blue and we lose every single game.  

Some of the words are humiliating, the word God 

an asymptote, a curved line approaching 

an axis forever 

never touching

like a perfectly-shaped wave endlessly 

unraveling along an infinite coastline.

You and I are the opposite of an asymptote

our lines diverging forever somehow 

still touching. 
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Today I deliver 3 words to a woman 

who could be 100 years old, she apologizes

for being so lazy on such a nice day, her eyes

ice-blue – above a dark green tree-lined ridge

milk-blue sky a near match. She lives 

in Blue Lake all her life. Slow down 

for sunlight on the Mad River, its hypnotic 

shimmer, then deliver a word to a young woman 

in Big Lagoon who lives in Big Lagoon all her life. 

The street ends where the ocean eats

the cliff away leaving crooked slabs 

of pavement with yellow hyphens. 

There are 6 hyphens left. 

I’m an obsessive neurotic. Counting 

is more important to me than it should be. Counting 

death-fear 

and death-drive driving my black

Focus north again along the Northern California coast

any past is the consequence of a present

its continuous blossoming

mirrors the accelerating expansion of a universe

of language. 

My eyes happen also to be blue 

my goal to live exactly 100 years.
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One of today’s words delivered to Emma Pidgeon

Emma Darwin is the name of Charles’s wife.

What he learns from breeding pigeons is 

as important to the theory as barnacles

which begin as hermaphrodites 

then branch off into separate male and female 

species. The word Emma Pidgeon

receives today comes from the Kuwait Oil Company.

The d in Emma Pidgeon’s name is for dessert. 

Somewhere the name is changed to Pidgin, a language 

with an amalgam of grammars from 2 or more languages 

somewhere else a rock dove.

The emperor of ice-cream is a hermaphrodite

in a desert, doesn’t eat dessert 

breed pigeons or speak pidgin. 

Like all emperors they're obsessed with counting. 

The emperor of ice-cream is my alter-ego. 

Whenever I deliver a word somewhere 

on the Northern California coast somewhere 

in a desert they receive a word. 

Whenever I count the number increases 

whenever they count the number stays the same. 

The emperor of ice-cream is 

and will always be 100 years old.
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Winter solstice, today sun reaches farthest 

south of celestial equator, trying to mark 

that point or any other point in space-time 

like trying to draw an X on a flowing river.

Above glowing blue-green sea a faint sheet

of translucent fog, sun turns it

a color between yellow and pink but the spray

above the wave-crests stays white. 

This is South Beach and if it’s anywhere 

in Southern California there’s a hundred 

surfers out, but here in Crescent City 

only me. A few seagulls dip in and out

a grebe curious about what sort 

of creature I am gets close

I see his bright red eyes 

he goes under and doesn’t return.

If someone doesn’t call back within 3 days

the word addressed to them is returned

to Beijing or Dubai or wherever

tracing a word back to its exact origin 

ocean-glazed rays, sun. 
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These markings are memories flowing past

long tan legs passing a globular cluster 

of purple starfish, every day 

will grow longer for 6 months. 

One of today’s words belongs to Dorothy Round.

Born in Cornwall, England in 1920, Dorothy is 91. 

Her pale blue eyes don’t work too well anymore 

see that yellow flower

there, she explains, poking a dandelion stem

with one of her two canes, I can’t tell

if that’s a buttercup or a dandelion - remember 

a Spicer poem with buttercups and dandelions

about the death of one love and another

Spicer remembering Williams but

not remembering well - beauty

love and death always become fuzzy.

Dorothy never marries, desperately in love 

with a man who ships off to World War 2

- 3 days later, a day that lasts 4 minutes 

longer than the day they say goodbye

he’s shot and killed.
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The welcome sign beside Dorothy’s front door

is written in Norwegian, the sign above it

written in Cornish but she can’t remember 

what it says. She tells me about being

in some kind of boat on all 7 seas. During

a pause I ask, were you still teaching then?

I have to ask 2 more times because she thinks

I’m asking, are you still 16? are you still 16?

When I’m 16 I fantasize about Phoebe Cates.

Now a phoebe is perched in the middle 

of a chain-link fence behind wet grass 

with 5 robins evenly spaced. Now a phoebe 

is perched on top of a chain-link fence 

3 robins perched on a chimney atop an empty house.

One of today’s words is addressed to an empty house

a bronze plaque engraved with the words 

On This Site In 1897 Nothing Happened.

Bram Stoker’s Dracula is published in 1897.

Dorothy keeps a diary for most of her life.

15 years ago she stops writing

because my hands, she says, begin to shake. 
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Fond of palindromes I stop for gas at Renner.

My black Focus is a PZEV – Partial Zero 

Emissions Vehicle. A smart college kid quips

partial zero - what’s that, some kind of Orwellian 

double-speak? It’s like fat-free half-and-half. 

Right. What’s the other half?

Dorothy’s other half dies young. 

The numbers on the pump are slowing down

91 springs, 91 summers. Summer of ’91 

I’m the same age as Dorothy’s other half

100 degrees in the Sacramento valley, Ann 

and I break up in bed.  

I put the gas gun back in its holster and head 

south again toward the golden bear statues.

Fog in the Klamath River valley thick

as steamy porridge, over the bridge a black 

and white checkered tail and caramel chest 

a Cooper's hawk swoops west.
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Patterns perpetually washed and repatterned

luminous lacuna belonging to everyone 

invisible but there like the sun

vanishes in the sea, above it Venus 

a lantern made of clouds 

of sulfuric acid, the goddess of love. 

When asked why anything exists 

when nothing would make more sense

the voice is silent and a little 

wave rushes up the beach toward your feet.

These signs are here to greet us.

I deliver a word to a human being 

whose address is 91 Hemlock Street

the meaning of the word Hemlock 

superfluous to its use, the street

could be named anything and perform its function.

No, I mean a gap. I mean the voice in the tube

station saying, mind the gap. 
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Hemlocks, delicate yellow hairs

on the twigs, 2 whitish grooves on the undersides 

of the needles, hemlock 

is used to poison Socrates. 

If you turn it sideways an infinity symbol appears 

but 8 is no closer to infinity than 7.

Even if the tortoise is eaten

by the hare it won’t be overtaken.

Love 8 the tortoise and the hare and infinity 

remains. Something to do with the conservation

and equivalence of matter and energy

some of the words are creatures.

A surfer drives a camper on the back of which

is a big green sticker that says CREATURE.

My angel has seen Night of the Living Dead 100 times. 
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The shadow of a wave on the water

like the shadow of a candle-flame on a wall

my angel holds up a sign

it’s burning I can barely stand it.

Heavy as air the sign Human is located where

Dante claims to love Place.

About whether or not a word can be in 2 

places at once

there’s some talk – it’s quiet now.

When I close my eyes all the little vessels

on the insides of my lids form a shifting

pattern that resembles outer space.

Dream remnants

prepare me for the moment 

of my death.
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On August 13th in the year 79 Mount Vesuvius erupts

burying the city of Pompeii in lava and ash.

I’m born on August 14th 1972, 1 day

before my mother turns 20. My brother

is born on June 21st 1969, the summer solstice

when my mother is only 16.

In June of 1879, 1800 years after Vesuvius erupts

Frederick Nietzsche moves to the Swiss Alps.

When I picture Zarathustra on his mountaintop

with his eagle and his serpent I picture 

Nietzsche with his notebook and his pen.

When my soccer team, The Cobras, loses

the championship to The Golden Eagles I cry.

It’s 1980, the year John Lennon is shot and killed.

When I stop trying to make things connect 

I realize they’re already connected

only more subtly, unrhetorically.

The woman beside me in yoga tonight is wearing

a purple shirt that says This Is My Clone.

It’s amusingly confusing, being asked to imagine

a woman exactly like her who’s the real her.
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Heading south again past 

the Klamath Rivermouth, past the now

leafless sycamore and Big Lagoon - a silver-

blue mirror - I’m delivering a word 

to someone named Brain Cudney 

I think of chutney, it must be Brian 

someone in the office is dyxlesic.

Now the pointy which, the pointy white church 

with the red door which seems Shakespearean – no

the red door knows not seems – appears.

Today I deliver 21 words to Pelican Bay.

The words are boxes of batteries

energy transferred from one 

to another memory. In my skull 

there are 21 inmates.
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Today a delicate word to Pelican Bay

a crate of glass, yesterday a man 

tells me his father’s a glazier for 40 years. 

An Israelite is someone for whom numbers 

are numinous, so are nouns, the whole 

symbolic realm thru a clean sheet of clear glass. 

The external world is always visible thru

the window, language. A prisoner

a Latino with perfect hair helps me with the glass 

every 5 minutes he combs back his feathers.

He gestures with fingers to lips he’d like 

a smoke. I make a gesture intended to mean 

I’d give you a whole pack if I had one. 

He smiles, walks off confidently in orange

I bet on the outside he never wears orange. 

No Weapons, No Cameras, No Blue Jeans.

Due to budget cuts no guard at the word EXIT

I picture an exit wound.
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When you disagree with someone you respect

the identity crisis lying dormant 

blooms again. Thru my windshield 

a robin - I picture the Latino in orange

his feathered hair and wily smile

then Robin Van Persie, the Dutch striker

my vote for the 2011-2012 footballer of the year.

Thru the lower left pane of my bedroom window 

a robin eating the red berries of a cotoneaster 

thru the lower right pane in the shadow

of a black truck an adolescent couple with many

tattoos argue about a text message. Meanwhile

passing from upper left to upper right pane

and out of sight are thousands of Aleutian geese

in waves, wavering checkmarks, V’s and a big jagged

W - Cassiopeia in the middle of the day.

The couple is too engrossed to notice - the upper

right pane, older than the other 3, has begun 

to melt - patterns of geese blurring becoming 

illegible, the loss of individuality

symbolized by a wavy smear. 
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Thru the lower left pane 2 starlings 

on telephone pole 1187, the year Saladin 

defeats the crusaders and captures Jerusalem.

On hearing the news Pope Urban the Third 

has a heart attack and dies 

and Zen Buddhism makes its way to Japan.

One of today’s words is too big for my Focus

so I use my 1989 Mazda pickup. 

Mazda is the supreme being, creator of Spenta Mainyu

the good spirit, and Angra Mainyu, the evil spirit

locked in an eternal arm wrestle or arm’s race.

The rims, originally white, are a lovely 

red-orange and umber, the bed made

of warped flakes of iron oxide, the wiper arms

rustically rusted still go back 

and forth. 2 starlings swerve 

across the upper right pane, blur 

together for a split second then disappear.
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February 29th, leap day, robins

fuck-nutty, cherry trees have bloomed 

so too grape hyacinths and daffodils which 

remind me of Wordsworth. No

words worth delivering today, a woman’s

voice on the radio is high-

heeled with lipstick. So much left inside 

my person sounds like prison

but maybe it’s neither. One

of the pleasures of song is mishearing

words bleed into other words 

hello becomes how low becomes hollow. 

When she’s little Ann thinks the Flashdance 

lyrics are, instead of take your passion

take your pants down 

and make it happen. 

March 1st, a windy cold front 

passes, taking most of the cherry 

blossoms away, but the Cherry Blossom Bakery

by the Laundromat with the little old lady 

who smiles at everyone she sees remains.   
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Today I pick up 5 words from the Yurok 

Tribal Center - 3 boxes and 2 machines

for weighing and sorting mail. I lay them 

in my rusty truck bed with the help of a young 

Yurok - when he tells me about fishing the Klamath 

in a canoe with no pole, no flag

it’s as if someone plants grass in the post office

a beach stuffed with dead refrigerators

a closet littered with dead letters:

Dear O, the fossils are getting bigger every day.

Deer going by fields of goldenrod 

beside a big round mound, a landfill

the fish kill in 2002 leaves over 70,000 adult salmon 

dead along the Klamath. The water’s diverted

to irrigate crops with proper political affiliations. 

Williams says a poem’s a machine made of words 

Spicer’s is a machine to catch ghosts.

There’s no Yurok word for machine

so’oo, ghost in Yurok

portrays the hazy Milky Way full of little a-

symmetries where meanings lie 

or tell the truth, it’s up to you

full of little asymmetries too 

and not a machine.
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Monday, above a wet lonely tennis court a seagull 

calls impatiently desperately, no one comes. 

Tuesday, from huckleberry to cotoneaster and back 

a white-crowned sparrow, the whole sky a blue flame.

Thru the upper right pane one pigeon

on a roof gets stretched and splits into two

a phone line below it a low-frequency radio wave. 

Now several pigeons on a roof waver and blur, pull

apart like taffy then melt into a single creature.

Thru the other 3 panes the phone line is straight.

March 17th, St. Patrick’s Day, thru the lower 

left pane 2 cedar waxwings on a phone line -

Mills College 1999, during the Super Bowl a eucalyptus 

falls on a car, the alarm blares thru the walls 

breaking up the party - six weeks later cedar

waxwings take up residence in a sweet 

gum. I don’t remember what kind of car 

the eucalyptus falls on filling an invisible sea.

I just heard the little old lady

from the Laundromat who smiles at

everyone she sees died. 
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March 20th 2012, Vernal Equinox

2 horses - a green blanket 

over her back, a purple blanket over his -

munch tufts of grass between 

single daffodils and daffodils 

in clusters, walk to the end

of a pasture above the ocean. 

Thru the rain-soaked window of a black Focus 

2 horses stand near the edge of a cliff

sea and sky the same dark and light grey 

her right side touching 

his left side, a rivulet of rain 

melding mare and stud who seem 

to be communicating, seem not to mind 

the rain or the little plane passing over 

about to land in the little airport just east 

of here, in Humboldt County, fatherland

mothertongue.
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Thru the lower left pane 2 wires 

twisted together like snakes 

on which a cedar waxwing lands -

1994, 2 liquid ambers thru the window

of my room in a mental hospital in Hollywood

something to focus on tho my Focus is black 

riding up and down the coast 

picking up and dropping off words like icepack

cooler, ghost.

Amber is a Golden Retriever who fetches stones.

She disappears underwater and comes up 

with the same stone you’d thrown.

When I go under I don’t come up 

for almost a year, empty-handed. 

The stone is only a metaphor

a permanent separation between symbols

and real things, hard.

Today I deliver a word to George Cloney

a box of diapers. 

I imagine George Clooney’s clone

but a woman answers the door, a nurse 

with an invalid standing behind her staring 

over my head into some abyss no one 

will ever name or apprehend.

Walking back to my black Focus a thin

man slouched on a broken stairwell is making love

to a cigarette, sucking down half a fag with one drag.
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The man looks 40-something but is probably in his 20s.

Ann’s favorite number – 23 – coincides with the number

of pairs of chromosomes in almost all human creatures.

There are around 23,000 genes in the human genome

4 letters repeated and varied over and over create

a 6-billion-letter-long sequence slightly different 

in each individual. Sometimes it spells act

cat, gag, gaga, tat, tata, tact, tag and gat

the past tense of get as in begat, or is it short

for Gatling gun, or is it a passage or channel that

extends inland from a shore symbolizing crawling

out of the ocean and colonizing the land.

Acronyms and abbreviations double 

and triple A, AC alternating 

current, acetate, before Christ

AG silver, August, agriculture

CA California, calcium, circa, CC carbon copy 

cubic centimeter – remember 8 cc’s of yellow 

fluid drawn from my right knee with a needle

CG Coast Guard, CT Connecticut, carat

GA gallium, Georgia, GG gamma globulin

GT gilt, great or gutta (a drop)

TA tantalum, a metallic element resistant to corrosion 

by most acids, named after Tantalus, a Phrygian king 

condemned for his crimes to remain in Tartarus 

unable to drink or eat, chin-deep in water 

fruit-laden branches hanging over his head.
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This is an ode to Thoth

to any spoken sound represented by the letter A or a

as in female, rat, or small - to the letter C or c

as in capsize, race, or circle - to the letter G or g

as in galaxy, gin, or camouflage – and to the letter 

T or t as in taboo, falter, or scat.

Today I pick up words from several vet hospitals.

The words are blood

urine and fecal samples - cats, dogs, cockatiels

iguanas - the words are placed in vials 

or test tubes in plastic bags in a styrofoam cooler 

with an icepack before being placed on an airplane 

and flown to a lab to be deciphered. Thoth 

is represented as a human creature with the head 

of either an ibis or a baboon.
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Nothing to pick up or deliver today I park 

my black Focus by a marsh and walk. A snake

with a salamander in its mouth – tail and back

legs sticking out – slithers 

between thistle and clover, then a scaup

pops up on a pond called Klopp Lake.

There are 1.9 million known species on the planet

there are an estimated 8.8 million, most of which 

will be extinct before being discovered.

In 50 years 3 or 4 corporations might own 

all 23,000 genes in the human genome.

When someone in Tibet dies the Tibetan

Book of the Dead is read aloud for 49 days

because consciousness is thought to linger

between one life and another for exactly 7 weeks.

The words adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine 

appear in the Tibetan Book of the Dead.

Nonsense.

How do you know? You’ve never read it.

I know when you open it there’s a blue light.

No, that’s my phone.
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Today I pick up 10 words from Healing Spirit.

It’s Halloween, I’m 10, eating a Milky Way when 

Keith McEvoy, a lefty like McEnroe, picks up 

a pumpkin wedge and chucks it at a green 

station wagon, there’s a loud thump, wheels skid 

and squeal, 4 Heavy Metallers jump out and chase us. 

On October 31st 1517 Martin Luther writes his 95 

theses against the papacy and nails 

the document to the church door. 

There are 72 names for the Hebrew God

none of which are accurate since

the real name, like intense trauma 

or pleasure, is ineffable. One of the Heavy

Metallers is raised on several military bases.

Before the printing press scribes in scriptoriums 

copy and copy and eventually inevitably 

make mistakes. The gene scribes

or genies transcribing light years of genetic code

commit random errors and new species are born.

Only our mistakes belong to us.

We are written creatures

and some of our words are mispelled.

There are 196 countries in the world

a U.S. military base in every human life.

I walk to an outhouse but the sign says OCCUPIED 

in red and it hits me

this Occupy Movement has really spread. 
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Today I deliver one word to Smith River

an electric tricycle for Elmer

a 92-year-old engineer whose hearing aids 

are state of the art. How can they be 

state of the art, his grandson replies

if he can’t fucking hear. 

Elmer is adorable, his grandson’s 

frustration understandable and the Smith River 

shimmers beyond Elmer, Jedediah and the words

of all white men dead or alive. It flows and 

eddies, glows and darkens outside all language.

The sounds it makes are not organized 

into syllables, notes or tones

it’s not music, not pre or post-human. 

If I say it’s a courier 

picking up water from hills and mountains 

and delivering it to the ocean I’m

only forcing a connection. 
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Today I pick up 23 words from Willow Creek

brown paper bags full of drugs

for 6 skilled nursing facilities, where Ann works

when they’re called convalescent homes.

Pop psychology’s theory of love emphasizes care 

providers as opposed to receivers - a lucrative 

income source, a killing

for drug companies, most of them die 10 

even 20 years ago - zombies on a diet 

of high-octane insanely overpriced drugs. 

The brown paper bags remind me of my father

Coors and Star Trek. Willow Creek

trickles into the Trinity which flows 

into the Klamath which pours into the ocean.

It’s difficult for any human creature to develop

respect rather than hatred for who they fear.

It’s easier to respect a great white, something

beautiful you’ll likely never see in the flesh.
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May 9th, a one-legged willet on a log

the whole sky blue in sun but so windy

if you walk on a beach sand flies into your eyes.

May 10th, my black Focus parked by a marsh 

one sunlit dunlin on a pond, I focus 

on the tendonitis in my right shoulder.

It’s totally blown out 

so you couldn’t surf today anyway.

The voice is a distraction or distortion

a bouquet of orange balloons floating 

over phone lines and rooftops, a cluster 

of California poppies by the highway. 

Being rooted while flying, you can’t escape

from something without encountering something else

42 peaceful deities that emanate from the heart 

and 58 wrathful ones that emanate from the brain 

appear 1 by 1 then all at once.

If you recognize them 

as projections of your own mind 

liberation is instantaneous - all 100 

dissolve in the blue light of consciousness.
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The one I’m supposed to be

getting drugs from isn’t here yet so

I go inside. The gas station store clerk

is a teenage girl talking to a sheriff.

Do you ever get to use your taser?

Yeah.

Is it fun?

No. Lotta paper work.

Later we hear her sister

got herself knocked up.

Filled up with night?

Above a black tree-lined ridge above the station

Venus is brazen. Tonight I’m delivering a word

to a skilled nursing facility when a short

burly woman with loads of tattoos named Maylynda Bones

says alright, it’s my Mars.

I think she’s flirting with me, her god of war

but it’s Medical Administration Records – MARs.

Maybones could kick the crap out of me. 

One of the words is insulin 

it’s missing and someone’s upset. 

Maybones says there should be insulin kegs 

diabetics should be able to smoke insulin

snort it, shoot it, beerbong it or buttchug it.
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I deliver 4 more words – Warfarin – more Mars

more bloodflow, the 58 wrathful deities again

Clonidine – take 9 and your clone will attack you

Risperidone – again the 42 peaceful deities hover

over thousands of miles of human misery

and Promethazine – take too 

many and feel your liver being eaten by an eagle.

I’m about to leave when I see it

a bald eagle perched on a crag of live oak

above the Trinity River. Not a picture

on paper or screen and not a word

it’s still there, outside language

and now it’s gone 

dark – Altair is visible in the eastern sky 

in the constellation Aquila, the eagle. 
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Crystal Palace Football Club is called The Eagles.

In the fall of 1850 2,000 men begin building

the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, London

England, the United Kingdom, Europe

on planet Earth in one of billions of solar systems 

in the Milky Way galaxy in a supercluster 

of galaxies in an infinite universe.

You shouldn’t let yourself get carried away

you should stop after Hyde Park, London.

I’m in Hyde Park, London in the spring of 1993

playing football with people from all over the world.

80 glaziers install 18,000 panes of glass 

and on May 1st 1851 the Crystal Palace opens.

Thru the upper right pane the blur of a barn swallow. 

With coffee I swallow 3 pain pills then deliver

the words Vicodin – the sound a sleepwalking

Viking makes – Methadone, Oxycodone – I keep hearing

The Ramones 20 20 24 hours a day

I wanna be sedated – Hydrocodone, Codeine

and Morphine. Morpheus says the word dream

is a single morpheme. When he tries to explain

a morphophoneme as in knife and knives I remember

a dream about a motorcycle in snow leaning on its

kickstand – 3 bright knives stuck in ice.   
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Tonight the word is more Morphine Sulfate. I keep 

looking for the words Potassium Cyanide and wonder

if I’d deliver it, who delivers it

to Jonestown, the one who delivers the grape aid?

For members who attempt to escape, Thorazine, Sodium 

Pentathol, Chloral Hydrate, Demerol and Valium

are administered in an extended care unit.

The Temple has received monthly half pound shipments

of cyanide since 1976 after Jones obtains a jeweler’s

license to buy the chemical purportedly to clean gold.

Hyacinth Thrash, age 76, crawls under her bed

and walks out of Jonestown after everyone is dead.

A 5-year-old boy hides in the jungle and survives. 

On November 18th 1978, when I’m 6 years

3 months and 4 days old, USC beats UCLA at the Coliseum

a game I attend with my grandparents, UCLA alumni.

Why Potassium Cyanide? When I’m a boy 

I don’t like bananas but I like grape aid. 

There’s a picture of me from 1979 missing

a front tooth wearing a USC shirt, the same shirt

I wear to that game and everyone is mean to me.

On Father’s Day 2011 after receiving 6 stitches 

under my left eye - I head the ball and the other guy 

heads my eye - the nurse gives me grape juice.
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It’s July 4th 2012, the 167th anniversary

of Henry David Thoreau’s declaration of independence

from the materialism and conformity of mainstream

American society. The boy who hides in the jungle

and survives the Jonestown massacre is adopted

by a couple in Portland, Maine. Last time 

I see my father is in Portland, Oregon. 

On May 20th I miss an annular solar eclipse 

on May 5th I miss the biggest full moon of the year

Buddha’s birthday, my friend Kim turns 40 on May 28th

I tell him to sit under a bodhi tree but 

no bodhi trees here. The offspring 

of an American G.I. and a Vietnamese woman possibly 

a prostitute, Kim is adopted by a couple in San Diego. 

On June 6th I miss Venus cross the face of the sun. 

It’ll happen next on December 11th 2117 when I’ll 

have been dead for 45 years, 3 months and 28 days. 

When I close my eyes I see echoes and afterimages 

emanate thru some protean music dancing

behind the curtain of the universe. I pray for it 

to heal my shoulder, my water heater and my soul. 
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When part of Crystal Palace catches

fire people in the surrounding countryside turn

off their lights and gaze thru the night

at the wonderful blaze. The guy with the drugs

is late tonight because of fire in the Trinity mountains. 

The best fires are the fires in the fireplace

in the red cabin – remember cedar cracking

snapping popping. Dad likes Rice Krispies – Snap

Crackle and Pop. When we run

out of Frosted Flakes and I’m forced to eat Rice 

Krispies I cover it with sugar. When you scratch

a window pane the frost is finer than sugar - remember

getting busted with 2 small brown vials of cocaine.

I meet a woman who owns only Weird Al albums.

She often doesn’t know the original songs being parodied

because she only listens to Weird Al.

I say it’s P as in pterodactyl

she laughs and writes down the letter T.

It isn’t until 20 years later I realize my friends

who write variations on Have a cool summer

in my Jr. High and High School yearbooks are punning

on cool. Because So Cal is so hot staying cool

is important, but that meaning completely evades me

I think it just means stay a cool dude. 
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Tonight I think I see the word I’ve been looking for

but it’s Potassium Chloride 

followed by Cyanocobalamin. 

The thought of Potassium Cyanide 

does something to my stomach. 

If it’s a butterfly it’s a buckeye 

California buckeyes have palmate leaves with 5 or 7 

leaflets. Today I deliver an awkward word

to Whitethorn - a rose is a rose is an onion -

I see an orange then a pink then a red

a generative border between profundity and nonsense.

One of today’s words is a fecal sample from a Russian

tortoise named Chekhov.

Some of the words are parasites, a googolplex. 

If you google plex, my angel says

you won’t find the Cineplex where you saw Jaws 

and you won’t find the Oedipal complex. You’ll suffer

because you won’t know any better.  
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Today I deliver a small round word

to a woman who shows me her agates

at Pebble Beach I count 31 California

gulls and 2 Heermann’s and start singing

I wish they all could be California...gulls. 

When I’m 31 a woman

on Indian Beach tells me she’s seen corpses 

floating down the Ganges. I want to

kiss her but miss the chance.

You get what you want when you stop wanting it.

It’s like trying to remember a word

you stop trying and it comes – the word opts

or tops or post or pots or spot or stop.

And if the word doesn’t come, if you don’t 

get what you want it doesn’t matter anymore

and you realize this is what you want all along

to not be

wanting anything. I don’t mean

I get to kiss the woman on Indian Beach

with long brown hair, brown eyes and freckles

who resembles my mother.

When I’m 5 I want to kiss my mother

like they do in the movies.

It’s 1977 when Jaws comes out.
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After she tells me about the corpses in the Ganges

I tell her about my job at a crematorium working 

the graveyard shift. At 3am a remover in black 

suit and tie arrives in a hearse and wheels

an occupied gurney into the warehouse.

My last name is Gurney

which gives the remover a hearty chuckle.

The white sheet is pulled taut

around the body on the gurney so I can see

the nose curve, pronounced curves of breasts

curvaceous hips too and not too wide.

How old is she I wonder.

People in the apartments across the street complain

about the smell but it’s the coffee roastery.

The crematorium’s incinerator doesn’t smell

like burnt coffee beans. It smells

like the taste of an eraser.

I bite into an eraser in 4th grade

because it smells like bubble gum.

It’s a sign

of the melancholia that will come 10 years later.

There’s a BIOHAZARD sign on the steel door

of the large refrigerator where the corpses are

stacked neatly on shelves in numbered cardboard boxes.

4 of today’s words are numbered

cardboard boxes addressed to San Leandro

who converts the Goths.
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Some of the words are fungible.

Now you’re a dry sponge nothing clings to

but when you come to the cliffs of yourself you’ll see

the shimmering sea as anxiety or mystical beauty.

I’m sick of this

I want to be more conscious but less self-conscious

I don’t care if there’s a blue light or not.

Stand in a glass elevator and stare across

at your clone in another glass elevator.

You think you’re rising but it’s the other descending.

Switching to the second person doesn’t fool anyone.

The distinction between ego and world doesn’t vanish

it becomes translucent.

I don’t know what you mean.

Of course you don’t. Of course I don’t

deny the absolute singularity of your being

my being, I’m writing this

not you, unless we’re the same.

I is a morphing creation 

of the ego-other conflation.

Who are you?
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And so we’ve come to the end of the world.

It’s difficult to speak but more difficult not to speak

of what happens – the glass elevator shatters

on a rock a walrus is sunning on

and now something’s chained to the rock.

Prometheus brings letters and numbers to human beings.

These are more powerful than fire.

Today I deliver 6 words, 6 more numbered boxes

to a nondescript building where phone service

for Humboldt County originates, terminates.

Here the phonebook is called the Black Book

and consists of names and numbers

the most basic kind of music. 

Scrawled on a beach JOHN LOVES YOKO

the words echo, they read back at you

focusing a song.

Suddenly across the sand balls of seaweed

somersaulting in salt wind like a scene

in a dream but this is real

one of the words an enormous ant

its abdomen a huckleberry.

Another word is growing in Ann’s abdomen.

Huckleberry grows along this coastal trail

beyond which the word archipelago echoes.
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Sand is vinyl in the sun

brief cisterns, alluvial patterns like nerves

dendrites of mountain trails, streets 

and freeways seen from an airplane.

Curled shells line a curved 

sand-ripple toward which lines of waves.

A word is a switch, it turns on

neurons which light up a memory.

Some of them are sticky – yellow

monkey flowers hang from a wet mossy rock-face.

Some are green sea anemones

orange and magenta starfish

huge barnacles like small volcanoes.

Some of the words are cubes

of hay, some are cattle egrets

a pea-green house with a yellow door.

To the House of Being new words are delivered 

every day, and every day old ones die 

and become ghosts. The fog in Humboldt County

is a huge grey hog that devours whole fields

of vision. A few times a year it falls

asleep inside a barn and the sun comes out

then the beauty of this place is so exaggerated

you know it can’t last.
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Some of today’s words are wounded animals in cages.

This one’s a canine blood sample

from Socks Mortimer – black and white with brown 

eyes and a green cast on her right front leg

fear of needles makes her tremble and cry.

This one’s a urine sample from an Angora rabbit

his lip badly ripped by an American rabbit.

Big and fluffy white with light orange eyes 

the ball of blood on his lip resembles 

a maraschino cherry, what Grandpa dips 

in his scotch on the rocks. To be like him I dip 

a maraschino cherry into a Shirley Temple on the rocks.

In 1937 Shirley Temple stars in Wee Willie Winkie.

Graham Greene is sued for libel for describing her

well-shaped and desirable little body. 

She’s 9. When I’m 9 

I represent the city of Glendale at Dodger stadium 

for being the most outstanding T-baller.

Standing under a green hat with a white T for Tigers 

on the first baseline 5 feet from Steve Garvey’s base

I see him in the dugout. I want to be Steve Garvey

with his Popeye forearms, his beautiful wife Cyndy

with her blond hair and blue eyes like Farrah Fawcett.

On my 4th birthday I’m looking for my new mitt

when I realize I’m wearing it, it’s staring at me 

Tyger Tyger burning bright, Steve Garvey’s signature 

burned into the leather in black. 
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A wheelbarrow wheel in the top of a tulip tree

no, it’s a vinyl record, now a crow 

is examining it. Tomorrow 

I’ll find out what record it is.

Bunkers is the closest surf break as the crow flies

to my house. At Bunkers

on Tuesday October 30th 2012 at 12:11pm a man

on a surfboard is attacked by a shark. 

Crows represent the dark energy of the unconscious.

They mock you, they deceive

they steal, they eat garbage. 

You don’t remember 

your dreams because you don’t want to.

Enjoy the last few minutes of The World. It’s 4:20.

Every day at 4:30 I get a text message that says pods.

Today I realize it’s proof of deliveries.

I deliver one word to Rookery, one box

containing 23 books, millions of words but

I have no proof, no signature.

When I swallow 23 sleeping pills it’s a coincidence

Ann’s favorite number, that’s all there are.

I only want to fall asleep. What I mean is

I can’t tell you about his

pain.
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Curled up by a warm printer a white

cat with blue eyes and 21 toes 

named Toe-mas, when I’m 21 

I live in a mental hospital for 1 month.

The 4 seasons are everything

something, anything, and nothing.

My parents separate in 1978

Farrah Fawcett and Lee Majors – the Angel

and the Six Million Dollar (Bionic) Man -

separate in 1979, divorce in 1982

Cyndy and Steve Garvey divorce in 1983

when I’m 11 and play shortstop for Yerton 

Plumbing and striker for the Titans

an ancient race of cannibal gods.

With 4 12-inch long gashes from his left nipple

to his left hip the shark attack victim survives.

 

The record in the top of the tulip tree

is Shostakovitch’s 10th Symphony

in E Minor, Opus 93. A beautiful young Russian woman 

named Elena is looking for her soul-mate. 

In an email she writes Someday I will meet the lovely 

person for which I will be as behind a stone wall.

Some days I end up with numbers and some days

with words like gashes and Yerton.
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Strung from a blade of pampas grass a strand of web

vanishes, reappears.

Sunlight plays this string and the sounds it 

makes glimmer like the sea.

Some of the words are vines – wild

cucumber, manroot

some are mushrooms - red suction cups

yellow candles, brown trumpets.

Thimbleberry and salmonberry align the trail

words make a line that divides ocean and sky.

A little haze now and you can’t tell where one begins

and the other ends, it blends.

Then the horizon line that doesn’t exist appears again

like a string, an infinite number

of invisible strings underlie the material world.

On the broken sidewalk behind the tulip tree

another vinyl record – Modest Mussorgsky’s 

Night on Bald Mountain – Subterranean sounds 

unearthly voices, Spirits of Darkness followed 

by the god Chernobog. Glorification of Chernobog 

and celebration of the Black Mass, Witches’ Sabbath. 

At the height of the orgies the bell of the little 

village church is heard from afar. The Spirits 

of Darkness are dispersed. Daybreak. 
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The bell of the little village church is really

a buoy that sounds like an owl

now the moan of a mourning dove.

Slow-motion cumulonimbus explosion 

an angelical bomb above the coast, my black Focus

heading north again toward the slough beneath

the defunct bridge, today’s graffiti reads

LANG IROT OLD CROW

a blue-green-white-black-yellow-red palimpsest 

where recently painted words interact 

with parts of words painted earlier

the way memories interact in dreams.

Sheets of pink paper fluttering up Broadway

are invoices - the inbreath is singing too. 

I miss you, I mean I miss yoga tonight

I need a thought matt.

Maybe that’s what this page is.

And what if it goes fluttering up Broadway

what will you think about that?

I think at Pebble Beach the words are elemental

the pure joy/ Of the mineral fact

mica glimmering in mud

limestone reef, cliff, cave into which long

locks of moss drip

quartz slathered across a boulder 

like vanilla frosting beneath 

iceplant, green and crimson.
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Tonight I pick up 28 words from 6 vet hospitals

2 Mastiff-Shepherd puppies only a few minutes old.

My angel says a poetry book

should always have a good joke.

It should make you craff and lie like a river.

You mean laugh and cry?

My angel has bad teeth so I can’t get too close.

No, it’s not called a Masterd.

If you fold this piece of paper you’ll change its memory.

If memories are folded up inside words 

but my angel disabuses me of the thought.

No, my angel abuses me

the way proteins are folded up inside cells

and flowers inside buds.

Techniques of origami artists have led to innovations in

airbag technology.

My angel reminds me we’re not singing here

we’re speaking.

Upper limit music my ass.

Did I mention her teeth are bad?

They’re grey and yellow. I call them grellow.

A cloud’s body is grey but it’s edged

with a wonderfully bright golden-white

a big light-sponge silhouetted against a winter-blue sky.
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On a wall outside every vet hospital is the Rod

of Asclepius, a snake coiled around a staff.

The serpent is a sign of attention, a charm 

against death sheds its skin to slough off old age.

No, it represents the male sexual fantasy authorized

entitled, obligated to assert itself, the insertion

felt as necessary to the natural course of things.

I naturally don't like it when you talk like that.

The staff grows blossoms and fruit but 

because it has the Ineffable Name of God engraved on it 

no one can remove it from the ground

except – think Arthur and Excalibur – one man.

Moses reads the name, removes the staff and is given

Zipporah, whose name means Bird, for his wife.

When the rod inserted into the moist earth

is removed it becomes the scepter of a king

the specter of a tree.

To claim land for his king a man plants a flag

- remember what the pole is/ to the flag

when the wind blows a country,/ waving its colors.

I like blows.

This is country as patria

supplanting country as Earth

polysemous, hymeneal.
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What are you gonna be for Halloween, a courier?

I come here every day for blood, urine and feces.

What’s creepier than that?

Today I deliver 10 words to 4 bookstores.

The words are heavy

rectangular boxes full of books full of words.

Tonight I deliver 2 words to the Blood Bank

2 cube-shaped boxes with dry ice and the thought

of a ghost, no tubes of blood.

On Halloween, the day after the shark attack

I surf once, on Thanksgiving I surf twice 

grateful to Thetis for clean hollow tubes. 

2 days later on November 24th 2012 a man 

at Big Lagoon throws a stick in the water

a dog fetches it and gets pulled offshore

a boy goes in after the dog and gets caught 

in 10-foot surf described as roiling, violent

moving in a circular motion like a washing machine

the man goes in after the boy who makes it

back to shore briefly then goes back in 

after his father, then the mother goes in 

after her husband and son.

All 3 people drown 

the dog emerges unscathed.
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A little green light bubble on a keyboard

beneath the words Num Lock

the word STOP in white upsidedown and backwards

on a wet street, the word sobject

the abject sobbing of a man in a poem 

one forgets the real world

but I don’t wanna forget even if the memories are bad.

It’s not an escape anymore, it’s a conversation

some of the words retreat, some advance

some hold themselves open and you think

you can almost touch them, they’re almost human

but some humans I can’t get close to

like the homeless guy in the post office this morning.

He’s dirty and he stinks, slams an off-white 

coffee mug on the counter, asks the clerk for water 

and sobs water’s not free anymore y'know

then throws a crumpled letter at her and I

return to my black Focus.
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January 14th 2013, a Townsend’s warbler flitting

around a sunlit spruce bough, the last

Townsend’s warbler I see is dead on a sill.

He must fly beak-first into the window

and break his neck. It happens recently

the black streak on his cheek, the yellow 

face and chest and white belly still vibrant.

Today I deliver one word, a bright yellow pouch

to Crestwood Behavioral Health whose Program

Director hung herself early yesterday morning.

She’s 39 with long sandy-blond hair

an MA in Psychology from Humboldt State.

The warbler is named after John Kirk Townsend 

who dies on February 6th 1851, exactly 100 years 

before my father is born on February 6th 1951. 

He receives a BA in Biology from Humboldt State 

in 1975 when I’m 3 and have white-blond hair.

Last night I dream I’m swinging from a rope

over the ocean, there’s nothing to stop 

the top of the rope but I don’t panic

I keep swinging further until I wake. 
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Dung beetles navigate by the Milky Way.

When I’m a boy we call them stink bugs

I try to burn one with a magnifying glass 

but it runs away so I take to burning ants instead.

In the lower right corner of the upper right pane a fly

caught in a web stops buzzing and the spider starts

stretching a strand around wing and feeler.

Some of the words are mummies

a pink and purple earthworm slowly, segment

by segment, ingesting a smaller worm.

When I’m 4 I collect earthworms

clean them with my mouth, line them up on the sidewalk

climb into my Big Wheel and run them over.

2 of today’s words are blood and fecal samples 

from a Schnauzer who likely has worms.

I collect 4 words from Redwood Animal Hospital 

in which a Black Lab puppy, the globe 

of her right eye punctured, sprawls in a small 

cage with an E-collar over her head and cries. 

A rock in a creek resembles a skull

water bubbling and gushing thru the holes. 

The creek mouth opens into the Pacific - you

my angel says, are ocean too, you taste it 

when you sweat and you taste it when you cry.  
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Today I deliver a 179 pound word to Mrs. Sweet 

a green tube slide for Junior Sweet 

damn, says Junior Sweet.

79,000 dams in America

wild salmon are to hatchery salmon what Bach

Monk and Beck are to Yanni, Yanni and Yanni.

By Monk you mean both Meredith and Thelonious.

Yes, and monk seals. 

Wanna hear my million dollar idea?

No.

A Lorena Bobbitt Hobbit Bobble-Head 

with pointy ears, hairy bare feet, a knife 

in one hand and half a penis in the other.

That’s 20 years ago, you need to think a little faster.

20 years ago I live in South Kensington, London

walking distance from Hyde Park, Speaker’s Corner

a sand lot with a swing set and 2 green tube slides.

It’s February 6th 2013, my father Bob Gurney’s 

62nd birthday, Bob Marley’s 68th - remember 

a dreadlocked black man standing on a box 

at Speaker’s Corner talking about religion losing 

sight of Mother Earth. I’m standing 

on Grandmother Rock, her hair long 

locks of iceplant.
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One of today’s words is from a Shih Tzu 

named Marco Polo who circumnavigates his cage 

and cries. When he’s imprisoned Marco dictates

his stories to a cellmate - 15,000 miles of adventures

over 24 years like freeing a Tartar slave 

and delivering the sacred oil of the lamp 

of Jerusalem to Kublai Khan. The player 

who is it shouts out Marco and the other 

players must respond by shouting Polo

which It uses to acoustically locate them.

Shouting fish out of water never works.

The only thing that works is opening my eyes underwater

and lying about it, but they all know.

Marco’s cellmate embellishes the stories

even adds a few of his own, history

being full of cheats and liars and boys in swimming 

pools deeper than the seven seas. 

Mom says stay in the shallow end, then leaves 

so I walk slowly until my head is submerged

drawn irresistibly to the wall at the far end

mesmerized by the deep light-blue silence.

I look up and see a torpedo coming at me

a streak of whitewater with a hand at the end

then I’m on my back on concrete looking up at adult 

faces talking loud, fast and unintelligibly.

The day I find out my dad is Aqua Man is the day

I discover the deadly sweetness of solitude.
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I’m walking on a trail and see a big cougar walking

casually beside me - I’m frightened at first

then realize it’s not going to attack and I wake

to John Cougar singing ya ain’t as green as

you are young. A grapevine in the lattice behind us

I’m 9, sitting in a jacuzzi in a sunny backyard

with 4 teenagers, 1 in a purple bikini with long 

blond hair feeding me misty green grapes

not yet ripe. I’ll never see her again

which should prepare me for the loss of Pia 

in 6th grade but no - when Pia moves back to England

my heart crumples like a ball with all the air removed.

That the boys make fun of her name has no effect 

on my affections. One of today’s words is a urine

sample from a Dachshund with casts on 3 legs

swollen jowls and a gash on his back flopping 

and moaning in a cage. Don’t feel sorry for that one

says a pretty blond vet, he’s evil, he’ll cut 

your throat in your sleep.

Maybe the dream cougar escapes from a zoo

- it would be wrong to say the zoo is a jungle

but the animals don’t seem to have cages.

Several of today’s words are helpless

little creatures in cages, one with a bowl of milk.

Rilke’s cougar paces back and forth, passing 

the bars over and over until all there are 

are bars and outside the bars no world.
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One of today’s words is Sumo

the once house cat now outdoor cat

is bipolar – jumps up on my lap to snuggle and purr

eyes closed, inching his paws toward my neck.

3 minutes later walking beside me something 

about my movement reminds him of something outside 

he hisses and swipes a claw at my ankle.

Ai Weiwei says the difference between a cat and a person

is that a cat will open a door but never close it

behind her. This has to do with art opening 

thought, the opposite of Communist Party censorship 

which closes it and tries to keep it closed.

Looks like you swallowed a watermelon – you’re

supposed to cut it up first, I say to a beautiful

pregnant brunette vet who smiles graciously

but isn’t really amused. Some of the words

are seeds – they get inside

a ground or a body and create whole

new memories. One of mine is swollen

one of my seeds I mean, the right one.

Swollen memories too, the night 

I swallow a gallon of cranberry juice

to cleanse my system of Zoloft and Klonopin

marching around all over inside me closing doors.
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3 words I pick up today are a bag of shit

from a Chocolate Lab named Whoshee

a tube of pee from a Tabby cat named Tipsy

and a tube of blood from a white cat with blue 

eyes named Boo. Some of the words 

are a Caltrans worker sitting on a sidewalk cooking 

a hamburger patty with a small blowtorch.

Remember holding a blowtorch at all beauty

blue-flame sky above sky lit a pale pastel blue

the blue light of consciousness, 4 stars 

above the word infinitized - remember

the Great Square of Pegasus, Perseus flying 

away with Medusa’s head in a bag 

one of today’s words a bag of scrap wire. 

Remember Mr. Ecker in 8th grade dropping 

a mouse into the snake’s glass box

crying in science, blinded me with it

sunset a sweet apocalypse, sea a glass of fire. 
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I’m in the back of the black Focus with Sean Penn

no one’s in front, no one’s driving

Sean’s controlling it with a device like a TV remote

changing gears by pushing a button. He’s trying

to fondle me but I’m not letting him.

We go thru an open gate up a driveway to a big house

Sean’s on the phone - the same device that controls 

the car – with his wife Robin and I’m walking

away, walking home when I wake.

It’s as if the dream’s being 

written by the pen itself.

Inscribed on this pen is the word Martian.

Spicer takes dictation from them

not language, the raw material

the furniture the Martians rearrange. 

Remember Penn tennis balls

remember Alfred Lord Tennysball

imagine dipping a tennis ball in ink 

and writing with it. A cross 

between pen and tennis is penis.

The penis also writes, the sun also rises.

Sunrise – kee-ya in Yurok – the sound

of my oncoming car flushes

thrushes from the underbrush.
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You smell like the ocean.

That’s the nicest thing anyone’s ever said to me.

Mock orange bordering the public health building

is obscene – that heavenly scent surrounding

all that misery. My angel says a bruised strawberry

is a beautiful woman in shit-stained underwear.

I say I’ll never use that in a poem.

The word END on a gold diamond-shaped sign

at the northwest corner of a cemetery, a big

cypress beneath which a woman in red 

is picnicking with a ghost

Mountain Marty loses the keys to a trans-box

and wants me to take a crowbar and break it open.

The words in the box are urgent.

What’s a trans-box? Is that a gender thing?

Mountain Marty couldn’t be less amused.

Shelby does the demolition work - she’s big

and strong with red pigtails like Pippi Longstocking 

but without Pippi’s wit, sass and moxie

- she breaks the metal box off its bolt

turns it over and removes the crucial words.

Well done Shelby. I feel a tiny bit emasculated

I need to smell like the ocean again

so I head to the peninsula but the surf’s a mess.

Depressed, my black Focus takes me home

I take a bowl of strawberries from the fridge

and begin talking to no one.
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Pippi in French is Fifi, in Filipino it’s Potpot.

In Humboldt County Pippi doesn’t refer to reefer.

Someone opens a coffee shop called Fresh Pot

but every marijuana pun has gone stale.

There’re too many words today for my Focus

so I use my trusty rusty old friend Becky

the Mazda pickup named after the first bartender

I fall in love with who rejects me.

When you drink you lose things

not just keys and wallets and poems

but girlfriends, jobs, apartments, etc.

Becky’s with me thru all that

parked on beaches from Costa Azul around the tip

of Cabo San Lucas to La Push just south of the Strait

of Juan de Fuca separating Washington from Canada.

Here’s a picture of La Push – a huge piece 

of driftwood like a prehistoric creature

a perfect wave I’m too hungover to ride, Becky 

parked on the sand in the sun, no sign of rust yet.

One of today’s words is cyanobacteria.

2 billion years ago the ocean is rich with iron

cyanobacteria photosynthesizes, releasing oxygen

which combines with iron and the ocean rusts.

My shirt is umber and says Rusty 

below an ocean with 4 perfect waves.

Becky doesn’t believe it’s better 

to burn out than it is to rust.
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One of today’s words is a chunk of nose 

from a mutt named Sadie, a biopsy from Healing 

Spirit where an Australian Shepherd on a gurney

with one green eye, one blue eye and one ear 

can still hear thru the blood-rimmed hole

on the side of her head. The electronic freeway

message board shorts out again – there’s only an M

for Monica who accepts 2 words from me

with the rolling hills of her signature, her chest.

My bedroom’s as dusty as my truck is rusty.

Some of the words are cracks 

in my ceiling like faces blended together 

so the chin of one is the forehead of the next. 

One of the noses is partly missing, I think of Sadie

sexy Sadie makes a fool of everyone. Next time 

the sign short-circuits only the diagonal leg

of the second R is missing - instead of CARRY CHAINS

it says CARPY CHAINS and I picture columns of orange

and white carp linked from nose to tail, I picture

the cracks in my ceiling. Thru Becky’s speakers 

Michael Stipe is singing I don’t sleep I dream.

Rust never sleeps, so Becky dreams

of all the girls who’ve slept in her bed

who’ll never sleep there again - strawberry blonds 

bleach blonds and blonds with caramel tones, Asians 

with shiny black hair, black girls with long braids 

brunettes with blue eyes, redheads with hazel eyes.
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Today I pick up 36 words from 6 vet hospitals.

When I’m 6 I want to be Aqua Man or Green Lantern

or Aqua Lantern but not Green Man.

The 1 word I deliver daily to California Coastal Commission

is yellow, orange or purple – the dunes are in bloom

with lupine, lantana, sand verbena and beach pea.

Reed’s out at Lucky Looks again 

best backside bash in the business

but he can’t pigdog for shit.

What are you talking about?

Surfer talk like junky talk, no cipher no dice.

Becky turns up a narrow road lined

with mock orange, rockrose and rosemary.

We’re delivering a 300 pound word to Benjamin Brothers’

2-year-old daughter Clementine – a swingset

for children 5 and up since Ben thinks it’ll take 3 

years to put together. Becky and I descend

the Brothers driveway - my brother Robby is conceived

in a VW bus my dad calls Bessy. Come on Bessy

he says when she won’t start.

Now that his dad’s dying Steve’s eyes are bluer.

Warm saltwater’s welling up 

making them look tropical.

Thru Becky’s speakers Gillian Welch is singing

about a man singing to his muley cow

hard times ain’t gonna rule my mind, Bessy

hard times ain’t gonna rule my mind no more.
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9 of today’s words are green 

totes full of drugs. When I’m 9 

and play T-ball for the Tigers we’re green 

there’s a green banner above the dugout 

that says Mean Green Batting Machine.

I’m 18 for 18 before I pop out and throw 

a mean green tantrum.

I think if I could only be perfect

my parents would get back together.

Becky descending a hill lined with alders

remember the descenders - my angel and I 

want to make 5 T-shirts – g, j, p, q and y

but can’t find anyone to be in our gang.

They’re not just lower-case letters, they’re Orphic 

superheroes who descend into the underworld, we say

but everyone has better things to do.

Marci is interested but when she stops 

being my girlfriend she stops being interested.

A little sunlight spills thru a crack in a grey sky 

onto the sea making a thin white-gold swath

a path of brightness offshore, a lavender tinge 

on either side. It looks heavenly

if you approach in a boat you get closer 

and closer but never reach it. 
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All the words I pick up in my pickup must be recounted.

One must’ve slipped thru a rust-hole

no, here it is, the word hematocrit

not hypocrite or Hippocrates but a tiny glass tube

with blood in it, a centrifuge for separating plasma. 

My mom has a huge plasma-screen television.

In the late 70s she resembles Lynda Carter who plays

Wonder Woman on a television with rabbit ears

and a channel knob almost as big as my hand.

Remember Wonder Woman and the Wonder Twins at the Hall

of Justice – the real wonder twins are vet techs 

with long blond hair and blue eyes, one of whom 

hands me a blue icepack every day and I feel like 

a blue space monkey named Gleek with a stretchable

prehensile tail which can be quite useful.

Remember Mr. Mxyzptlk, not a Mayan but an impish 

trickster from the 5th dimension which is all 

around us tormenting Superman.

If you say my father’s name backwards it sounds

exactly the same. My angel says a poem’s

a haunted house, but to hear the ghosts you must kill

not your children but your self. 

While Medea cackles in the attic my angel’s 

not trying to scare me or make me laugh. 

I get confused when there seems to be no intention

just words

flowing out like endless rain into a paper cup.
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3 of today’s words are infant gophers in a paper cup

dug up by a dog named Comet who kills their mother

saved by a little girl named Haley. The fuzzy

apparition of Halley’s Comet appears above

the Eagle Rock theater where I see Aliens in 1986. 

In 1066 Halley’s appearance is an omen signaling 

the Norman Invasion and the fall of England.

Halley’s next perihelion is July 28th 2061

11 years and 17 days before I die.

Barely alive the infant gophers make tiny squeaks.

1 of the vet techs thinks her pet rat might nurse them.

No, she’ll kill them, everyone agrees.

Another wants to feed them to her snake.

Yes, they’ll make tasty snacks, everyone agrees

including a small man with a tall blue and yellow macaw

on his shoulder named Kayla who snips at the head 

of a pink macaw on his arm named Mango.

Tho Kayla and Mango like to fight they love each other 

and they’re potty trained. An untrained 

white-crowned sparrow wakes me at 6 every morning.

Jack, a black cat with yellow eyes and a tooth

infection his owner can’t afford to fix

is put to sleep and I feel guilty.

On May 20th 2013 there’s a double homicide 

in Arcata committed by a man named Bodhi Tree.

When Siddhartha Gotama sits under a bodhi tree

he puts his ego to sleep and awakens.
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My darling starlings screech under the east-facing

eaves in the evening, 2 rock doves nest in a nook

under the north-facing eaves. After the chicks hatch 

they raise their brood - thru the lower right and left

panes back and forth across a ledge 3 pigeon chicks

waddle and squabble over Mom’s regurgitated shreds.

With a slingshot my neighbor George fires pebbles 

at Mom, his glasses very thick and his aim very bad 

so I don’t worry. George says something 

demeaning about pigeons then about the counter

cultural types that used to live here. 

Over centuries Earth is transformed 

into an infinite series of maps 

and we are imprisoned singly within them.

A young Russian woman named Tatyana writes 

in an email I’m here to find genuine person 

in the Internet. I’m looking for my second part.

Today I pick up 7 words in a half-paved lot 

full of rust and wild mustard. 

Remember Colonel Mustard 

in the kitchen with a candlestick, Miss Scarlet 

and Professor Plum on a pool table with a rope.

When I’m 7 I’m not stupid

I know my mom’s not really Wonder Woman

because her bracelets sometimes break

and she doesn’t have a lasso or a tiara to throw

at bad guys before they get away.
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One of the twin vet techs is named Haley

her sister calls her Hale. In 1997 

between March 24th and 26th Marshall Applewhite

and 38 followers commit suicide with cyanide

and arsenic so their souls will board the alien 

spacecraft trailing the comet Hale-Bopp. 

A 5-dollar bill and 3 quarters – the interplanetary

toll - are found in the pockets of their black sweat 

pants. A coin is placed in the mouth of a corpse

to pay Charon of Hades who ferries newly dead

souls across the rivers Acheron and Styx.

A black kitten, a polydactyl named Beatrix

keeps reaching her right forepaw with its 7 digits

thru the spaces between the bars.

Charon is also the name of a dwarf planet.

The spacecraft New Horizons, scheduled to pass 

Pluto and Charon in 2014, carries a sample 

of the cremains of Clyde Tombaugh, discoverer 

of the dwarf planet. The craft also contains a coin

a U.S. quarter dollar. My black Focus heading south

there’re no more quarters in the cup-holder.

I look down at the hole in the floor-matt left

by the right heel of my black and white Nike.

The corpses of all 39 Heaven’s Gate members

are wearing brand-new black and white Nikes.

Those who cannot pay Charon’s fee must wander 

the shores of the underworld for 100 years.
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According to Robert Bly a woman who discreetly 

farts on an elevator is not a divine being 

and men need to know this.

What kinda shit do you write about?

Dog, cat, bird, but it’s all human shit really.

Most of today’s words are fecal samples.

It only takes one bagged badly

Tom Crawford says that a poem in some way stink

is what I look for, Pound must have said.

There must be a pound of shit in the backseat.

I deliver 3 words to an alley of rust, piss  

cigarette butts, dog shit with a shoeprint in it

and a cluster of blazing orange California poppies.

One of today’s words is a blood sample from an Irish 

Setter belonging to one Corinne Honey who reminds me

of something I lose before I’m born

something mellifluous like the river Shannon

the river of dreams that grows in us 

like the river of years. Shannon reminds me

I’m supposed to be a girl. 

Since they already have a boy my parents want me

to be a girl named Shari Michele Gurney.

In a dream she appears as a 3-year-old crying.

I pick her up and pat her head but she’s inconsolable.
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The words are breathing salt air today

the surf’s alive. In Nikolai Gogol’s Dead Souls 

landowners pay taxes on serfs no longer living

Chichikov seeks to buy up loads of dead serfs

take out a huge loan against them and get rich. 

It’s translated into English in 1942 by Bernard 

Guilbert Guerney. Born Bernard Abramovich Bronstein

in 1894, in 1917 he renames himself after the title

character in Theodore Hook’s novel Gilbert Gurney.

The ey at the end of my last name is Old Norse for island. 

Guernsey is one of the Channel Islands sprinkled

with menhirs and dolmens – megalithic portal tombs.

In 1372, 600 years before I’m born, the island

of my ancestors is invaded by fairies.

Thruout the Middle Ages it’s repeatedly attacked 

by pirates, by several navies during the Hundred Years War

and occupied by Nazis during World War 2.

Georges Métivier (1790-1881) the Guernsey Burns

writes in Guernésiais - I think of malaise

and mayonnaise. Marie de Garis writes 

an English-Guernésiais dictionary and lives to be 100.

Denys Corbet, who dies in 1910, the year de Garis is born

calls himself the Last Poet of Guernésiais

but the language is still spoken by 2% of the population.

It looks and sounds like French with a twist

in the undertones a scent of smoke

from the corpse of a Viking on a wooden raft of fire.
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Healing Spirit has 10 words for me

locals from the 10 parishes of Guernsey 

have nicknames for each other – folks 

from Vale parish are called cockchafers

a type of beetle, a May bug or billy witch.

Adult cockchafers, like all adult insects 

are called imagines – when Billy imagines a witch

it doesn’t resemble his mother but his father Bill

an alcoholic who sometimes whips Billy’s 

bare ass with a belt until it welts.

Billy is my brother Robby’s age 

Brad, Billy’s little brother, is my age

it’s Brad’s bare ass I see being whipped

because Bill finds out Brad shows me one of Bill’s

counterfeit 100 dollar bills.

Brad stays scared of his dad long after his dad dies

as if everything inside turns to sand. 

The beaches of Guernsey are lovely, the banks 

tax havens for French and English billionaires. 

All 10 words from Healing Spirit are blood samples. 

When Robby and I play Bloody Mary with Billy and Brad 

we close our eyes in front of a mirror and count 

1 Bloody Mary, 2 Bloody Mary all the way to 10 

I open my eyes and see a man with a green face crying. 
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You are called to predict the exact island 

your ancestors come from – not even Merlin 

who sees thru time can see the origin

split into infinite origins.

6,000 years ago there are no Channel Islands

no English Channel, no England.

We’re all from Africa

the ocean, cosmic. My mother’s

maiden name is Lenski - Polish and English

on one side, Irish on the other, my blood

is waspy. Paper wasps -

clipping the cotoneaster tree I don’t see the nest

until the vibrating buzz startles me. 

I want it to go away but don’t want to kill them.

Maybe George will fire a pebble at it. No

if your last name signifies a place it doesn’t

necessarily mean your ancestors hail from there.

Take the name Moon.

A windy hail storm destroys the grey paper nest. 

Eventually the ocean will cover the Channel Islands

the archipelago off So Cal, Lenski Island, etc.

You know your mother’s maiden name is her father’s.

Patrilineal means you can only track the male line

you can only ever discover something about half

of your being. Which half? – it’s all mixed

one of today’s words a blood sample from 

a dog with no name.
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I’m about to run out of gas, Nina 

Simone sings I want some sugar in my bowl

I decide to name my black Focus Nina. 

To hear a raw soul in a recording

thru the speakers of a machine moving 

north at 65 mph my angel says listen.

Thru Nina’s speakers Roger Waters sings

no dark sarcasm in the classroom. 

When I’m a boy I think it’s no dogs or cats

in the classroom. 8 of today’s words are canine

and feline blood and urine samples from Arcata

Animal Hospital in which Tia, an albino Burmese 

Python with butterscotch yellow patterns, is having 

trouble breathing. A vet named Robin with a thin 

metal tool scrapes away the skin clogging Tia’s nares 

Tia breathes long and clear, raises her head

sticks out her red forked tongue and smiles 

which scares me a little so I move.

Tia is Spanish for Aunt. When my Aunt Robin dies 

I don’t get to say goodbye, when I see a robin I hear her 

ex-boyfriend Dolpho roll the R as he says Robeen, Robeen.

I don’t remember how old I am when I see 

Aunt Robin and her best friend in a white Rabbit

with a big pink Pink Floyd sticker on the back window.

I like it that a rabbit is a car and a pet

and I like watching the ants on the sidewalk moving

in a line toward a red drop of popsicle juice.
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Yellow beach lupine perfumes the dunes 

a gold-crowned sparrow casts a little spell and vanishes

one of today’s words a biopsy from a yellow Labrador

named Maya. In 8th grade in a tent 

in one of the extra bedrooms in the Kiesau mansion

I make out with Maya – afterward my middle 

finger smells like trout and my friends

are impressed but not satisfied.

Ma-ya is Sanskrit for not that.

Not what?

Brahmin, absolute reality, ultimate truth, irreducible

what no word or mind-object can penetrate.

Maya - supernatural power, unlimited creative energy

sleep, illusion, an unfathomable plan, the phenomenal

universe, all manifestations and principles

language, all beauty at perpetual war with God

a rope tied to nothing

mistaken for a snake in the dark, not that.

When I go to Junior Prom with Maya we don’t have sex.

Maya’s 2 functions are to veil Brahmin 

concealing it from human consciousness 

and to perpetuate the material world of duality. 

With blond hair, blue eyes and large breasts 

she has sex with a guy who moves to Hawaii

a magician who believes the illusion of his own magic

what anyone sees while looking in a mirror

the difference between image and reality disappear.
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One of today’s words is the sorriest creature

I’ve ever seen – but for the fur on her head

paws and the end of her tail, a completely bald

decrepit Persian cat with a bladder infection.

A vet tech named Erica with scratches on her neck

and arms from a feisty Pug named Rocky says

men find it sexy, my battered crack-whore look.

Well, I say, you’re the best-looking...

Erica says battered crack-whore you’ve ever seen?

No question.

Another of today’s words is a small plump dog

named Biscuit. Erica and Emily are about to expose

Biscuit’s anal glands – I can stay and watch if I want.

To see Brahmin and Maya and distinguish

between them first, then to realize

their nonduality, is the path to enlightenment

but Maya clouds the knowledge of the newborn

bestowing individual ego, ideas of ownership

screening it from wisdom and involving it 

in the pleasures and pains of the transactional world.

Biscuit makes a series of sad little shrieks

and I return to Nina who has a crack

in her windshield shaped like a scythe.

Remembering Heidegger's being-toward-death 

with anticipatory resoluteness to embody 

an authentic self, with all my anxiety intact

I decide to ask Erica out. 
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One of the words a cluster of red elderberries 

like salmon eggs - similes prevent progress

I’m stuck, entangled in words, manroot vines 

under an osprey with a silver fish in her crooked hands

she lands, the crown of this spruce an osprey nest.

I come here to escape, the words follow like someone 

who hates me, a memory I can’t alter or ignore.

Nina and I deliver 19 words and pick up 7. 

In 1907 the U.S.S. Milwaukee cruises 

off the coast of San Salvador and Costa Rica 

threatening the local population - in Magdalena Bay

Baja with its grey whales and mangrove swamps she 

and a squadron of 15 other American battleships called 

the Great White Fleet engage in target practice. 

July 14th 2013, at low tide a piece of the wrecked U.S.S. 

Milwaukee sticks up above the water like the dorsal 

fin of a great white - a shapely wave breaks beside it. 

Afraid of the rivets, snags and divots

no one else surfs here. To give men a sense of maternal 

protection, ships are referred to as she - I see

Nina onshore so I know I haven’t drifted.
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I remember Nellie swung on her shawl

but it’s The Nellie, a cruising yawl, swung to her anchor

without a flutter of the sails, and was at rest.

So begins Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. 

On January 13th 1917 while trying to salvage a submarine 

beached on the Samoa Peninsula the U.S.S. Milwaukee 

gets stranded in the first line of breakers 

her 21,000 horsepower engines are helpless against 

the current and the backward pull of the steel cable 

attached to the sub. A pier is built from the beach

to the wreck so her guns can be rescued – the whole

arsenal, her most precious possession, is saved.

Today at low tide the tops of the wooden pier posts

stick up above the sand – the black heads 

of the natives are stuck on wooden posts 

around Kurtz’s hut, his outpost - poking 

thru a hole in a telephone pole a downy woodpecker 

where Nina and I cross the Mad River. 

After the wreck 1 sailor dies and 438 are rescued

439 is the bus from downtown L.A. to Manhattan Beach.

On this route in 1986 and 87 I meet several prostitutes 

and homeless people, a few of whom speak to me rationally 

affectionately, concerned for my safety - a 14-year-old 

white kid with a surfboard in the ghetto at 6am. 
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July 20th 2013, a dozen shades of light

blue, long vertical swaths scraped off and on

with a knife, a diagonal band of red crossed by a diagonal 

band of pink, a yellow diamond where they intersect

it all seems to conform to an unseen grid.

In the upper right corner the upper right triangle 

of a door floating on the surface of the sea

I’m not a child of the door, I’m a child 

of the empire - indecipherable pieces of the U.S.S.

Milwaukee at low tide reflected in pools

imperial mirrors, the bright light of shipwreck

the shipwreck of the singular. 100 sandpipers

swerve in perfect unison as if a single creature

a single consciousness which has nothing to gain

which awaits nothing, which loves itself. 

The painting is from Richard Diebenkorn’s Ocean Park 

series, a print from the Milwaukee Art Museum 

in the lower left corner RD 68. My father attends 

R.D. White Elementary School from 1957 to 1963

the year JFK is shot and killed, he graduates 

from High School in 1969, the year after both MLK and RFK

(Dad’s initials are RFG) are shot and killed, signaling 

the end of genuine hope something substantial will be done

to confront poverty and its symptoms – addiction, mental

illness, prostitution, crime, etc. Ocean Park 

is in Santa Monica who weeps over the drunken laziness 

of her son Augustine who sees God in every sunlit pool.  
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Today 9 words from Myrtle Vet and 9 words 

from Healing Spirit, mostly fecal samples

there are 99 names of God in the Qur’an.

The seeker is to become a broken person, stripped

of all habits thru the practice of solitude, silence

sleeplessness and hunger. From December 1993 

to April 1994 I don’t sleep, I hallucinate

the capillaries in the whites of my eyes break

my hands shake, my whole being fills with anxiety

and sinks in melancholia. One of today’s words

is a box of books with room for Rumi. 

Sufi means purity, wisdom, Muslim mysticism - 

thru self-denial and unattachment, by subduing 

and purifying the ego the seeker begins to enter 

the divine presence which is everywhere. Mevlevi Sufis 

spend 1,001 days serving the poor and 1,001 days 

in solitary retreat. In 2002 I move to Harstine Island. 

Driving home from an AA meeting on a foggy night alone 

when I say God, are you there I hear a hiss, no

it’s a yess over and over. Duties of the Heart written 

by a Jewish scholar in the Middle Ages is inspired 

by Sufism – its 10 sections correspond to the 10 gates

thru which a seeker must pass to attain continual 

consciousness of God. The heart is compared to a pool 

that must be cleansed before experiencing the divine. 

Earlier today the pool at Arcata Healthsport is 

temporarily evacuated because a young boy shits in it. 
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Redwood Animal Hospital has 5 words for me 

all blood samples. On March 5th 2009 the shrine

of Rahman Baba, a Sufi Pashto language poet

is razed to the ground by Taliban militants partly 

because local women have been visiting the shrine. 

Sufi poetry sometimes refers to intoxication

which Islam expressly forbids. 

Metaphors are not, my angel says, for humans. 

I think she means fundamentalists but she insists, humans.

On June 21st 2012 my brother Robby turns 43 and a bomb

planted in a donkey cart beside another Sufi shrine

in Peshawar kills 3 people and injures 31.

When I’m 31 I conceive of God as the conflation

of creator and creation, not an individual

supernatural being separate from the world.

To Salafi terrorist groups Sufis are heretics

- shrines burn in Kashmir, Somalia, Mali, Egypt, Libya 

Russia and Iran. One of the words is a Golden 

Retriever’s right testicle the size of a softball. 

When I’m 8 my mom plays softball and hits it farther 

than all the other mothers. Between 2011 and 2012 

39 Sufi shrines burn in Tunisia. When I’m 39 

I conceive of God as paradoxical - a gesture 

that offers everything and takes it away leaving 

an invisible trace. The meaning of being

numerous is a choice the ego won’t accept

let’s make it, my angel says, and rubs my thigh.
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7 of today’s words are urine samples.

When I’m 7 my brother pees in my mouth

it tastes like burnt corn and cleaning fluid.

When Tom Mulcahey, coach of the Yankees T-ball team

says it’s a can-o’-corn he means it’s an easy one.

Right now a Sufi shrine is on fire

a plume of smoke in which people burn.

After 7 years in prison he refuses to recant

on February 17th 1600 in the public square 

at Campo dei Fiori his captors place upon his face 

an iron mask in which he cannot speak 

and Giordano Bruno is burned alive at the stake 

for heresy, his belief in immanence, divine infusion 

thruout multiple infinite worlds - God is not

a fixed point but is poured in waves thru all things

I think of sound waves, light waves, ocean waves

people waving goodbye or hello and the wave

at a football stadium which in isolation is one

person standing up arms raised and sitting back down.

Heather McHugh says a man in grey says poetry is what 

Bruno, while being burned alive, thinks but doesn’t say.

Poetry, says Roubaud, says what it says by saying it

what can’t be paraphrased, explicated, reduced

not literature but a ghost that haunts it, why Spicer says 

of Rimbaud, literature suffers whenever he breathes 

but says it in the past tense which is forbidden here 

my angel won’t say why.
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One of today’s words is a fecal sample from a cat

named Jezebel, a Phoenician princess who marries Ahab

King of North Israel, convinces him to worship Ba’al

instead of Yahweh, giving Elisha and the Jewish tribes 

a sacred excuse to slaughter 450 Ba’al prophets. 

Ahab has recurring dreams about a white fish

bigger than the whole palace with geysers shooting

out of its head – a premonition the kingdom will fall.

Dressed in her royal gown, gorgeously made up 

and bejeweled, Jezebel is thrown from a window

and eaten by dogs. Jezebel means beautiful semen 

Ba’al exists, where is the prince

no dung, Lord of dung or island of dung.

Poetry is numbers with language stuck on 

one word a baggie of wet dog shit 

stuck on a spork. The dog belongs to Liz Lux

I think of Lex Luther, a pocketful of kryptonite. 

God isn’t just The Word, my angel says

but every word of every language dead or alive.

No, it’s the obverse, what no word can name or define.

She says we’re saying the same thing

I get confused and she disappears 

into a book leaning against a speaker on my dresser

its closed pages packed tight like the thin

pale light before sunrise, a false dawn.

August 4th 2013, I rebel against the tyranny 

of the Year of Our Lord. 
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The path the mystic walks is defined with weasel words

6 of today’s words fecal samples in tubes, baggies 

food containers. When I’m 6 I’m forced to lick

a dollop of chocolate pudding off my brother’s dick.

Humiliation is very American, the word chagrin

reminds me of shit-eating grin.

A great egret on a gnarled cypress branch looks 

like Gandalf, thru Nina’s speakers Andoumboulou 

oud and drum, voodoo music.

When Cage says silence is ambient noise

I see a man in a shark cage.

Place a shark tooth, 13 ounces of crushed cayenne pepper

the tail of a weasel and a dollop of chocolate pudding 

in a cauldron and say shamalamadingdong 3 times.

Some of the words are powerless

some are magic, they spell the need to experience 

the elemental in terms of the sacred and profane.

As for the story of Salem, Massachusetts

historical consciousness, my angel says, is un-American.

The piece of the U.S.S. Milwaukee that sticks up

above the sea like a great white’s dorsal fin

bedecked with mussels, barnacles, starfish, crabs

anemones and urchins has a big hole in it

a gun portal. If the sea is calm and glassy 

at a minus tide at twilight, if you squat 

at the right angle you can see the sun

thru the gun hole sink into the sea. 
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A vial of blood from a Siamese cat 

named Ink, I think of an octopus

8 words squeak in the back seat

in a styrofoam cooler, an avatar’s tumor in a jar.

To seduce a beautiful brunette vet Zeus turns 

into a Calico cat with a tumor on his tail.

When he turns into a beautiful white bull on a beach

he coaxes Europa onto his back, rides her thru surf 

across the Aegean to the island of Crete where

he turns into a man and fucks her in the sand.

The Romans turn Zeus into Jupiter

Europa one of Jupiter’s moons believed 

to contain salty liquid ocean beneath icy crust

the bull becomes the constellation Taurus.

When my father, a Taurus, dies I won’t imagine him

swimming in a yellow lake on one of Europa’s craters

I’ll see a tall swell roll, curl, bowl across a reef

the white bull of a breaking wave. No more 

words to pick up or deliver I park Nina behind 

Becky and come inside. A jet contrail slithers 

across the upper right pane, a pink-orange snake.

Thru the upper left pane in pale blue sky below 

3 phone lines above the ocean Jupiter glows.

Open the window, my angel says, it’s time.
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Heading west South Eureka smells like rancid fish

Stephanie Crane a performer on YouPorn

Stephen Crane’s The Open Boat begins

None of them knew the color of the sky.

Now the sky is blue as the big recycle bin 

a homeless man is picking thru, blue 

as the handicapped square in the Golden 

Harvest parking lot across from the cemetery.

Born August 14th 2072 my angel turns negative

59 as I turn 41 today, August 14th 2013.

She’s nostalgic about the future 

because it’s drained, like the past, of anxiety.

August 15th 2013 my mother turns 61, above 

2 defunct smokestacks a waxing gibbous moon

cadmium blue sea, glassy hollow waves barrel 

onshore, offshore a fishing boat hovers 

in translucent pink-orange haze, a golden 

obelisk of light across the Pacific to my feet.

One of the words a purple crab shell 

on which the image of Ganesha, God of letters -

Dear M, the dead are a cadmium blue. They miss you. 

At the end of The Open Boat the survivors stand 

on a beach at night, listen to the ocean and feel

they can now be interpreters.
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